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Detailed Approach of Linking EHR Records
and Pump Event Logs

We adapted entity resolution or data linkage, an established
methodology to link data from different sources that refer to
same real-world object, to identify EHR administration entry
and infusion pump “start” records that refer to the same
infusion start event. We included only infusion status indi-
cated as “infusion started” in the pump data for linkage
purpose and further identified variables that describe char-
acteristics of an infusion. From the EHR, (1) encounter ID, (2)
infusion administration time, (3) administration dose, and
(4) patient weight were included. From the pump, (1) infu-
sion ID, (2) pump PCU serial number, (3) infusion start time,
(4) dose, and (5) patient weight were included. The linkage
algorithm comprised of four steps as described below:

Data Preparation/Standardization
Different data sourcesmay storefields in different formats. In
the same dataset, variations may still exist. For example,
administration dose amount might be recorded in milligram
or gram in the EHR. To match the units in pump records, all
dose values in the EHR were converted to milligram.

Blocking and Indexing
To reduce the number of records for comparison, two block-
ing criteria were implemented: blocking time and blocking
dose. Blocking time indicates the hourly difference (�h hour)
between the EHR and pump timestamps. Blocking dose is the
percentage difference (�d %) of dose between two docu-
mentations. Only records that are within both blocking
criteria were retained for further comparison. Each record
retained in both datasets is indexed with a unique index,
respectively.

Pairwise Similarity Classification
Several similarity measures have been used to measure
the degree of similarity between two objects given one or
multiple variables. The Gower similarity coefficient features
the ability to incorporate variables that are heterogeneous in
measure into a single similarity coefficient.1 We chose the
Gower similarity because of its flexibility to combine both
numeric variables (dose, patient weight, and timestamps)
and categorical variables (pump PCU serial number and
encounter ID) in our datasets. Similarities for three variables
(dose, patient weight, and timestamps) and a composite
similarity that combines all three variables were calculated.

Similarity score for timestamps and dose: there are both
timestamps and dose documented for each infusion ad-
ministration in the EHR and pump. Therefore, it is a one-
to-one comparison between two records. Similarity score
for each variable is calculated as below,

Similarity score for patient weight: a patient weight is
documented in each pump infusion record; however,
there is no patient weight specifically documented for
each infusion administration in the EHR. Instead,multiple
patient weights were documented in the EHR associated
with each encounter ID. Therefore, it is a one-to-many
comparison between one pump record and multiple EHR
weight measures. Similarity score for patient weight is
determined to be binary as below,

If the value of pump recorded weight (Xik) �1,

Sijk¼1, if truncated Xik integer value match with any of
the EHR

truncated integer value (Yjk) for the encounter

Sijk¼0, otherwise

If the value of pump recorded weight (Xik) <1,

Sijk¼1, if truncated Xik value to the first decimal matches
with any of the EHR truncated value (Yjk) for the encounter

Sijk¼0, otherwise

The composite similarity between pump record i and EHR
record j

A threshold was selected for each variable (k) to classify pairs
into intermediatematch and intermediatenon-match set. This
is a pairwise comparison step where a smaller difference
between two record values indicates a higher similarity score.

Association Analysis
Direct matching determines matching records based on the
similarityof selectedattributes.However,directmatching is less
effective as it may not identify records that refer to the same
real-world object if the similarity is below the selected thresh-
old.2 Exploring relations helps to discover equivalent records
even when their similarities are low. It is especially effective
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whentherelation is less likely tooccurbychance.1Weidentified
one such characteristics of the data: infusions infused by the
same pump PCU are clustered in terms of time, dose amount,
and patient weight, suggesting that a PCU is more likely to be
used for the same patient encounter throughout the treatment
or within a relatively short period of time.

Therefore, we determined a true link not only by pairwise
similarity of the records but also by the number of times a
PCU is associatedwith each encounter. That is, if the pairwise
similarity is low but the pump PCU was used for many other
doses for this encounter within similar time window, it is
likely that this pair is also a true link. We determined true
links by the following steps with constraint that each EHR
record links to only one pump record:

For each encounter ID,
1. Pairs in the “intermediate non-match” set with the

same PCU IDs as in the “intermediate match” set were
searched and included into further comparison.

2. For each EHR record associated with only one pump
PCU, pairs with the highest composite similarity score
(Sij) were selected and determined as linked, denoted
as M1.

3. For each EHR record associated with more than one
pump PCU, the number of times each PCU associated
with this encounter were compared:
a. The pair selected with the pump PCU was used the

greatest number of times inM1 andwith the highest
composite similarity score (Sij). Ifmore than one PCU
was used the same number of times, the pair with
PCU that yields the highest average Sij for all its
related pairs, denoted as M2, was selected.

b. If none of the pump PCU appeared in M1, the pair
with the highest composite similarity score (Sij),
denoted as M3 was selected.

4. It was examined if any unique pump record in M1þ
M2þM3 links to more than one EHR record. If yes, the
pair with the highest composite similarity score (Sij)
was selected.

Sensitivity analysis for the linkage algorithm using simu-
lated EHR and pump datasets will be provided upon request.

Part II

Vancomycin TDM Decision Making Process

Trough-Based Dosing
Trough concentration is a single-point measurement. It is
usually obtained within 30minutes to 1hour prior to the
fourth or fifth dose for pediatric patients (at nearly steady-
state condition depending on the dosing regimen). Physi-
cians or pharmacists evaluatewhether trough concentration
is within the targeted window for this group of patients. If
not, doses can be adjusted based on targeting trough con-
centrations.3 It is therefore critical that trough concentration
be obtained at a correct timing in relation to infusion
administration and completion time.

Ct : target new steady-state trough concentration
Ct : current obtained trough concentration
D: old dose that resulted in Ct

New dosing interval

τold: old dosing interval that results in Ct

AUC-Based Dosing: Using Linear-Log Trapezoidal Rule for
AUC Estimation
Despite the fact that some studies use two-compartment
model tomodel vancomycin pharmacokinetics for adults, the
one-compartment model is used commonly for pediatric
patients and has proved to work fairly well for both pop-
ulations in many studies. Therefore, we described only the
one-compartment model.

In a one-compartment model, the body is considered as a
single well-stirred container and the content of the reser-
voir is recycled by an extractor such as the kidneys to
remove drugs. Volume of distribution (Vd) and clearance
(CL) are used to describe the volume of reservoir and relate
the rate of elimination and drug concentration in the
reservoir. The elimination of vancomycin can be described
as a first-order process since vancomycin is mainly elimi-
nated through the kidney. Thus, the concentration over time
in the elimination phase can be described by a mono-
exponential equation,

C(O): peak concentration measured in post-infusion
period
C(t): trough concentration measured before the next dose
k: elimination rate constant
t: time elapsed between C(O) and C(t)

A general form for the concentration change over time
over multiple doses can be expressed as following,51

Tinfi: infusion duration for dose i.
tDi: administration time for dose i.
tm: time that concentration is measured.
Di: dosage for dose .i
Vd: volume of distribution.

With two vancomycin concentrations measured (not nec-
essarily at steady state), the patient-specific elimination rate
constant can be calculated,

C1: the first obtained concentration at 1–2hour post-
infusion period.
C2: the second measured concentration toward the end of
the dosing interval.
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t1, t2: timings for the blood draw of C1 and C2 concentra-
tion, respectively.
Cmax (true peak) and Cmin (true trough) can then be
calculated through extrapolation.

Dt: time elapse between the end of the infusion and t1.

t’: administration time of next dose.

Patient-specific volume of distribution (Vd) and vanco-
mycin clearance (CL) can be calculated based on Sawchuk-
Zaskemethod through Cmax and Cmin and other knownvalues
of dose amount (Dose), infusion duration (Tinf), and elimi-
nation rate constant (k).52

If the Vd is not calculated at steady state but for example after
the first dose, Cmin to be used in Eq. (8) is 0.

Oncewe obtain the patient-specific pharmacokinetic param-
eters CL and Vd, the true steady state peak concentration,
trough concentration and AUC can be estimated,

τ: the dosing interval

AUC during infusion could be calculated using linear
trapezoidal rule and AUC during elimination could be

obtained using logarithmic trapezoidal rule as in Eq. (12).
Alternatively, daily AUC24 at steady state could be calculated
by the total daily dose divided by the clearance (CL),4

described as Eq. (13).

The advantage of the first order pharmacokinetic equation
approach is its relative ease of use and its familiarity to most
clinicians.5 It also provides accurate and less biased results
because it does not rely on population estimates of
pharmacokinetic parameters but calculates individual pa-
tient-specific value based on collected concentrations. Some
ready-to-use AUC calculators in Excel spreadsheet are cur-
rently available in clinical settings. The limitation is that it
requires more vancomycin concentrations, at least two con-
centrations in the same dosing interval, which might be
effort intensive and tricky to obtain for tiny patients such as
neonates.

Summary and a Brief Example
The important information needed in trough and AUC
dosing are (1) infusion duration (Tinf), (2) dosing interval
(τ), (3) time between the end of the infusion to the time
serum concentration was drawn (Dt), (4) time that the
serum concentrations were drawn (t1 and t2), (5) mea-
sured serum concentrations at t1 and t2, and (6) dose
amount.

Infusion start time, interruptions, and completion time
are interrelated to the values used in the first three afore-
mentioned variables. As a result, there is potential that they
can affect the accuracy of vancomycin TDM decisions. For
more information regarding TDM processes, please refer to
our previous case study in a single site hospital.6
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Start time discrepancies by time of day and day of week
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Supplementary Appendix A Infusion completion time discrepancy by 1-hour and 2-hour infusions.
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Supplementary Appendix B Infusion completion time discrepancy by infusions with and without interruptions.
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Supplementary Appendix C Example of start time discrepancy.

Supplementary Appendix D Example of infusion delay.

Supplementary Appendix E Example of duplicate EHR documentation due to infusion delay.
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